Abstract-This study mainly discusses period problem of recurring decimals.According to Euler theorem, this paper gives the computation formula of period of recurring decimal, relation of the period and least positive period, and the necessary and sufficient condition that the period is eaqual to least positive period.
INTRODUCTION
We know, irreducible proper fraction can be transformed recurring decimal (pure recurring decimal or mixed recurring decimal), the repetend digit of the recurring decimal is called the period of the recurring decimal, the least repetend digit is called least positive period.
Period problem of the recurring decimal is always a very interesting and difficult problem in number theory; many scholars studied it and derived some beautiful properties of the recurring decimals [1, 2, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, for the period and least positive period of the recurring decimal, there are not computation formulas so far.
Let us now consider 50 fractions between 1/3 and 1/62(besides the fractions which can be denoted as limited decimals), and further convert them into recurring decimals, then their least positive period are as follows. By observing Table 1 , we find that their least positive periods have not distinct regularity. According to Euler theorem, we will present the computation formula of period of recurring decimal, relation of the period and least positive period, and the necessary and sufficient condition that the period is eaqual to least positive period. 49 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
II. PRELIMINARIES
ab can be denoted as a mixed recurring decimal.
(ii) The digit of noncyclic part is h in the decimal part of mixed recurring decimal. 
